CHAPTEE VU.
THE ETHTOS OF THE VEDANTA.1
in the previous chapter on Pantheism I have endeavoured to show
that the ideal of tat-twam-asi is not at all incompatible with the ethical
ideal, such. as is insisted on in Christianity. The ethical ideal of the
Veddnta is at least as high as the Christian ideal, if not higher, and
occupies an important place m the Indian system.
The greatest error which, many Christian writers commit (and this
can never be too often repeated) consists in their ignoring the dis-
tinction which the Veddnta has emphasised, and which Philosophy
ought always to emphasise in all its teachings, the distinction between
the two kinds of knowledge—spiritual and empirical—called in the
Veddnta, higher and lower, Para and apard mdyd. I have already
explained that the lower knowledge has reference to the world of sense
experience, while the higher one is spiritual in its character. Both.
are recognised as essential to the development of man—one as a step
to the other. But it would be absolutely mrphilosophical to apply
considerations, which are true in one sphere, to the other where they
look obviously absurd.
EtHcs and Morality admittedly belong to the world of sense-
experience, having, for their object, the development of man in
practical life, which, necessarily presupposes the dualism of Man and
Nature finding their ultimate reconciliation and explanation in the
Highest Reality, by whatever name that Reality may be called.
Man's relations to that Eeality and his social and other relations
are all recognised, and rightly recognised, in this sphere of Eelativity ;
all these relations reign supreme in this sphere. And it is ordained
that man must first learn to do the duties which those relations imply
and attain, by a course of moral discipline, the ethical ideal, before
he can become fit for spiritual enlightenment.
1 Originally contributed to the Indian Review for 1906, pp. 94-102.

